POWER PURCHASE AGREEMENTS
WHY BUY RENEWABLE ENERGY DIRECTLY?
A Renewable Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) with RES provides
commercial, industrial and public sector clients with the opportunity to
buy electricity at a fixed cost for an agreed term, often above 10 years.
This enables our clients to strategically plan, avoiding any short term price
spikes and the expected rise in future energy costs.
Only renewables are able to provide such long term security and
certainty. A renewable PPA makes financial sense whilst achieving carbon
reduction targets and helps demonstrate your company’s commitment to
sustainability by enabling more renewable energy to be brought on-line
and globally reducing CO2 emissions.

Corporates are able to
successfully secure long
term renewable energy
supply for their business
at a stable price without
any capital expenditure.

There is no capital or operational investment associated with ownership.
With a PPA, a buyer can benefit from green energy without owning the
project.
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Provides a fixed term price guarantee in a volatile electricity market
No investment required – simply a contractual link to a specific
generating station
Energy is zero carbon - helps meet your sustainability targets
Your customers receive an impressive sustainability message
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
There are a number of ways to structure a PPA. We’ll discuss your needs
and use our expertise to find the appropriate agreement. Most commonly
RES would sign an agreement with a client to sell electricity directly.
Clients still retain an electricity supply agreement with their electricity
supplier which covers any obligations and fulfils further requirements for
energy. Typically our clients will be energy intensive large scale electricity
buyers and be interested in the long term opportunities to acquire
electricity from our substantial project pipeline.

WHY CHOOSE RES?
RES has delivered over 16 GW of renewable energy projects worldwide and
supports an operational portfolio of assets exceeding 3.5 GW.
A leader in PPAs, we understand the unique needs of corporate clients with
1 GW already under contract. RES is active in onshore and offshore wind,
solar, energy storage and transmission and distribution.

A PPA gives fixed term
security for your energy
costs.
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PLEASE CALL OUR COMMERCIAL TEAM TO LEARN MORE ABOUT PPAS

